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Part 4, Chapters 19-25 “Saving Fairyland”
THEME: Working together
The fairy folk were far out-numbered by the insects and spiders.
The only way they could succeed was by working together.
Different fairy folk had different strengths, so all had a part to
play. Explain how each of the following helped Fairyland in the
war against the insects and spiders.
Tyrone ___________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Colin _____________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Janell:_____________________________________________________
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CHARACTERS
Choose a character from the story who sparks your imagination.
(Sorcerer, Mistress Malia, Colin, King Sebastian, Queen Serena,
Karina, Katie, Nicole, Janell, Ollie, Tyrone, Gertrude, Terrance,
Tabby, Jeannine, Professor Rokman, Instructor Hogsnort, etc)
1. Draw him/her below carefully as YOU imagine him/her to
be, remembering as many details as you can. Draw with
pencil outline, then fill in with colored pencils to make it
colorful.
2. Use the rest of the page to begin writing a story about that
character. What might happen next to him/her? Or what
happened before? You can include other characters in your
story, if you like. No right or wrong: just make it up!

Character: __________________

___________________________________________________________
Sorcerer: __________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Mistress Malia: ____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
King Sebastian:_____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Queen Serena: ______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Karina, Katie, Nicole: _______________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Princess Giana: _____________________________________________

________________________________________

________________’s Story
__________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
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Plot

Below is a list of events in The Fairy War. Put numbers (1-15)
next to each in the order that they appeared in the book. Check
the table of contents for help, if needed.
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Vocabulary
Use the synonyms, sentence context clues, and word list
to fill in the crossword puzzle, using all capital letters.

___The girls went to Crystalopolis School
___The girls called for the fairies in the marsh
___The girls went to the Career Night at the school
___ An elf on a butterfly speaks to the girls
___Angela came through the bedpost crystal.
___Jeannine bullies Katie
___The Sorcerer plots to humiliate the girls
___The Sorcerer and Mistress Malia are married
___The Commander urges the Sorcerer to get rid of the girls
___Katie goes to the Sorcerer to become a fairy
___Colin kisses Katie.
___The girls are captured and carried away by beetles
___The king hosts a reception for the girls
___ The Sorcerer is knocked unconscious and wrapped in silk
___ The king is captured and wrapped in silk
___ Katie and Nicole meet Ollie and his family at the market square
___ Janell tries to bully Katie into leaving Fairyland
___Katie is poisoned by a wasp
___ Ollie fights and kills Taran, the tarantula
___ The portal home is broken
___ Nicole and Katie drink the potion and act mean and stupid
Draw one event in the story. Include as many details as you can.

Word List: PERPETUAL, RELENTLESS, PRECARIOUSLY,
FLANKED, RECOILED, BENEVOLENT, AGHAST, GARGOYLE,
UNINTELLIGIBLE, INFILTRATE, TRAITORS, IMPOTENCE
DORMANT, SHROUD, CACOPHONY, OVERBEARING

